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High Performance Fortran (HPF) is considered to be superior to Message Passing Interface (MPI), which is now frequently
adopted for the parallelization on distributed-memory parallel computers, in the ease of writing parallel programs. This project
aims to evaluate the effectiveness of HPF, clarify its advantage and disadvantage and detect improvements for it. We parallelized a plasma simulation code IMPACT-3D with HPF/ES and obtained performance of 14.9 Tflops in the 512-nodes execution on the ES. This result shows HPF/ES has a high scalability and can be used readily in developing an actual simulation
program. We also evaluated many benchmark programs parallelized with HPF/ES.
Results: We parallelized a plasma simulation code IMPACT-3D with HPF/ES and obtained performance of 14.9 Tflops in the
512-nodes execution on the ES.
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1. Project Overview

the Earth Simulator. The improvements and required new
features of the HPF compilers will be detected and proposed.

1.1. Motivation
In general, Message Passing Interface (MPI) is frequently
adopted for the parallelization on distributed-memory parallel computers. But the programming with MPI is considered
to be very difficult and tedious for principal users of the
Earth Simulator because they have to specify all of the parallelization steps by themselves. Accordingly, it is strongly
invoked to provide an alternative, and we believe that High
performance Fortran (HPF) is it. All that users need to do
with HPF is to specify the data layout with some simple
directives, and the remaining tasks of parallelization are handled automatically by the HPF compiler.

2. Benchmark Evaluation
We evaluated many benchmark programs from the NAS
Parallel Benchmarks [1], the HPFBench benchmark suite
[2], etc. This work aims to evaluate parallelization capability
of HPF/ES and detect both of its advantages and disadvantages toward further development.
2.1. Evaluation Results
From the NAS Parallel Benchmarks we evaluated the programs of:
Embarrasingly Parallel (EP)
Fast Fourier Transform (FT)
Scalar Pentadiagonal (SP)
etc.
and from the HPFBench benchmark suite those of:
Diffusion equation in three dimensions using an explicit
finite difference algorithm (diff-3d)
Seismic processing: generalized moveout (gmo)
QCD: staggered fermion Conjugate Gradient method (qcd)
Generic direct N-body solvers with long range forces (n-body)
etc.

1.2. Goals
We will parallelize large-scale real applications from various fields, such as atmosphere, ocean, plasma, FEM and
aerodynamics, with High Performance Fortran (HPF) to
evaluate them on the Earth Simulator and investigate the
results in detail. We will also study the programming methods of hierarchical parallelization with HPF, because it is
important to take advantage of all of the inter-node parallelization, intra-node parallelization and vector processing in
one arithmetic processor to fully exploit the performance of
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These results are examined in detail and compared with the
results by the other HPF compilers or on the other platforms
to analyze the characteristics of the HPF language as well as
HPF/ES [3]. In addition, we started to evaluate the NAS
Parallel Benchmarks 3.0, which includes the HPF version.

phase and forms bubble-spike structures. It is one of major
subjects in this research field to investigate this instability
since target deformation, which is associated with the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, reduces total nuclear reaction
yield to significantly lower than predicted value. Threedimensional fluid code, IMPACT-3D (IMPlosion Analysis
Code with TVD scheme) is fully Eulerian and this is necessitated from the requirement to accurately model rotational
flows that are generated by the Rayleigh-Taylor. A Cartesian
coordinate system is employed in IMPACT-3D to model
convergent asymmetric flows precisely. Other coordinate
systems contain a singularity at the origin that would cause
inaccuracies. The TVD scheme can capture discontinuities
such as shock wave fronts and contact surfaces within a few
meshes even after many time steps, and it has a second order
accuracy both in space and time without introducing nonphysical oscillations at the discontinuity.

2.2. Improvements derived from the evaluation
The evaluation results revealed requirements of improvement of HPF/ES. We reported them to its developers and
some have been implemented to the latest version of
HPF/ES. Some of the improvements are shown below.
schedule reuse for the REFLECT communications
HPF/ES can make some communications share once-generated schedule to reduce the cost of generating schedules,
if possible. A REFLECT directive has not been the target
of this optimization. The optimization facility is now
extended, and a schedule once generated for a REFLECT
can be reused by the other REFLECTs for arrays of the
same distribution.
modification of the SHIFT communications
The SHIFT communication is the primal communication
primitive of HPF/ES and generated for the nearest-neighborhood access of a distributed array.
Although that on the last dimension of an array has been
implemented as effectively as possible, there is a room of
optimization for that on the another dimension, because
the region of the array to be transferred is not continuous
and therefore each of the segment is transferred one by
one in a straightforward way. This modification internally
fuses such segments into one temporal buffer and transfers it to achieve higher efficiency.
message aggregation
This is an optimization technique for successive communications which handle their respective arrays but share
the same schedule. Buffers of such successive communications are packed into one and sent/received by only one
invocation of the runtime, which can reduce the overhead
significantly especially for such expensive communications as transposition and gather/scatter.
The feature is now under implementation and to be provided in the future release.
etc.

3.2. Automatic Communication
IMPACT-3D performs three-dimensional compressible
and inviscid Eulerian fluid computation with the explicit 5point stencil scheme for spatial differentiation and the fractional time step for time integration. Therefore, it is easy to
parallelize this code with an ordinary domain decomposition
method [4]. The first dimension of three-dimensional
Fortran array is used for vectorization and the third dimension for HPF parallelization. Thus we distributed all threedimensional arrays with (*,*,BLOCK), and shadow regions
are allocated for distributed dimension. All parallelizable
loops except one in the code were automatically parallelized
without inserting INDEPENDENT directives. The only one
exception was a loop that includes reduction operations. For
this loop, an INDEPENDENT directive followed by a
REDUCTION clause was inserted. Required communication
is shift- and reduction-type. HPF/ES succeeded in generating
efficient communications for them and eliminating all the
redundant data transfers [5]. It performed message coalescing optimization for all the possible opportunities. In other
words, more than one shift-type communications of the same
pattern for a loop nest are packed into one message to make
the message length larger. Communications generated by
HPF/ES are composed of two phases, communication schedule construction and message transfer. The schedule is a set
of information required for transferring messages in the second phase, such as buffers to be transferred, communication
pattern, and pairs of the sender and receiver. The structure of
the schedule is designed to be independent of a target array.
The schedule constructed in a communication can, therefore,
be shared with others if the arrays to be transferred have the
same shape and distribution, and are accessed in the same
index pattern. HPF/ES performs the optimization of communication schedule reuse. It generates just one communication

3. Three-dimensional Fluid Code
3.1. Code Characteristic
In inertial confinement fusion with ablatively accelerated
targets, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which is one of phenomena in fluid dynamics, can be induced and destroy
spherical symmetry of the imploding target. Perturbations at
the interface exponentially grow in linear stage of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability. After saturation of the linear
growth, the instability shifts to the nonlinear free-falling
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schedule for the off-processor array accesses of the same
pattern inside of a subroutine boundary. Many techniques to
optimize shift-type communications was developed [6,7],
but our optimization method is superior to them in the point
that schedule construction and message transfer can be optimized separately. We made the performance evaluation
using 2048x2048x4096 mesh, and achieved 12.5 TFLOPS,
39% of the peak performance on 512 nodes (4096 processors). We are very encouraged to get this outstanding performance on a real-world scientific application parallelized
with HPF. For this achievement, 45 lines of HPF directives
are inserted to 1334 lines (without comment lines) of the
original Fortran program.

of the peak performance. We would like to emphasize that
this excellent achievement has been done with easy HPF
directives, not with complicated MPI programming.
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3.3. Manual Optimization with HPF/JA
We made a further performance tuning by using the
REFLECT and LOCAL directives defined in the HPF/JA
language specification. As HPF/ES could perform advanced
communication optimizations, there were no differences in
the generated communications themselves whether or not the
directives are inserted. However, we were able to reduce the
number of communication schedule generations by using the
directives. When the compiler makes the automatic computation of communication schedule, it has to be generated at
least once for a subroutine invocation, because the communication pattern is computed using the runtime information
of array access pattern. On the other hand, when the directives are manually specified, the communication pattern can
be determined statically, because the array elements to be
transferred can be computed just by the shape, mapping, and
shadow of the array, which are specified in declarative statements. Thus, the manual optimization can reduce frequency
of the schedule construction to only once for each array
throughout the whole execution. By inserting 12 lines of the
HPF/JA directive, we can finally get 14.9 TFLOPS of the
total sustained performance, which is corresponding to 45%
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